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CELLAR DOOR / ENDS IN THE GUISE OF RETURN.
 Throughout the exhibitions spaces a white linoleum with a gloss finish is installed on the floors.  The walls remain a continuous matte white.
The determinedly spectral exhibition is made up of vibrations, apparitions, frozen time, hidden histories, silence, wind and projected forms.                                        
This is the cold poetry of Cellar Doors final chapter, disguised as a simple return.

  At the rooms center, a glowing installation is situated on the ground, the light of which varies and fluctuates according to the frequencies read from an encephalogram.
On both sides of the room a series of underfram blind mirrors are hidding elevations and architectural plans of the studio, the plans and the graphic have the possiblities 
of watching the viewer and stay hidden as reflecting the images of the light piece and viewers.
Installed on both part of the space it create an infinte reflexions.

Through the entrance to the second space, cinema seats can be seen hung on the wall.  Once inside though, the viewer discovers a veritable screening room.  The film 
projected in this space is of a speckled blue radiance, reminiscent of experimental films of the 1960s and 1970s.  This abstraction contains a fiction, which will never be
revealed.

The final space ends at a cul de sac.  The visitor perceives the sound of a 16MM projector, accompanied by white noise.  The hypnotic image of a symmetric plume of 
smoke is projected, invoking the ink blots of the famous Rorschach tests.  The film acts as the support of film and of fantasy, both in its projection and in the viewers
subsequent interpretations

This is the last of a series of shape-shifting exhibitions, shells of sorts in which each viewer is to project his or her own obsessions.

In the other gallery at the foot of the main walls linking two spaces are installed thirty four Underworks tiles.  The vestiges of the underground explosion memorialized 
in space .

 On the wall, encased in identical white frames, is a series of drawings revealed under UV lights, which flash on and off.  Each drawing comprises a pie-
ce of a larger shadow.  The collective arranged presents a dissected view of Gréauds atelier currently under construction.  It is the image of an image.                                                               
The main space of the gallery is kept almost empty, a special fan display fixed on the ceiling and controled by DMX is replaying the whole score of the CELLAR DOOR 
opera using wind and air draft.

On the wall on the left a series of transparent neons are covering the walls, those neons are filed with propane gaz and will explode in case of electrical tension.

in the last room, vibrating machines diffuse the bass of a muted sound, again corresponding to the fluctuations of neurological imaging.

All the show is scripted by dmx, in the way that the blind are shutting, uv lights turn on showing the image of the studio, than start part of the opera score only with 
wind. All this in a loop.
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FREqUENCy OF AN ImAGE
150x 150 Cm

ALUmINIUm mODIFIED TUbES, wHITE SILICONE, wHITE wIRES, CONTROL bOx, 
INOx CAbLE

 

Frequency of an image is the result of an experiment led by 
a neurologist. 

 The moment of reflection, or the synaptic chain of thought, 
on the Cellar Door exhibitions, artworks, partitions and 

architecture has been mapped.  
Loris Gréaud’s brain activity has been recorded as a series 

of electrical frequencies over a 30 minute session.  The 
result could be defined as the frequency of the images, here 
forming the shape of an elucidated suspensions, whose pul-

sing variations reproduce the original encephalogram.
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NEvER SHIES AwAy FROm ADOpTING A bOOTLEG vERSION OF ITSELF INTO ITS FAmILy
120x100 Cm

pRINTS UNDERFRAmE, bLIND mIRROR

A series of construction plans of the artist’s studio, approved by the Office of Planning 
in the City of Eaubonne (France) framed behind untinted mirrors, so that the viewer 

may see the drawings without ever being able to properly read the architectural form.

 

extract from Cellar Door, an opera in almost one act, libretto by Raimundas Mala-
sauskas and aaron Schuster published by JRP Ringier

 ORCHESTRA PIT:

Why should architecture always think of everything as architecture?  Why does it 
have to see me as a roof or a ceiling or a floor or a door?  Can’t I just be a moment of 
indefinition, a modest and non-descriptive sigh in an abyss of silence that was never 

crossed by natural light?  Can’t I just rest in peace in the memory of those whom I 
shall never see?  Can’t I just wait for the natural light whose remains of several million 

light-years will one day disappear into my depleted abyss?  Can’t I never have a face 
or façade?  Can’t I never have a surface?  Can’t I never have a telephone number or a 

name to dress with?  Can’t I just never be?
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OUTDATED FILm
300x600x300 Cm

OUTDATED 16mm FILm, ALUmINIUm STRUCTURE, wHITE CINEmA SEATS, HD vIDEO pROjECTOR, LED LIGHTS, 
CINEmA SCREEN

This short fiction film- recorded with a film crew, actors, and scripte- was 
realized on reels of Super 16mm film stock, which had expired in 1989.  All 
that appears in projection are scratches and abstract forms, demanding the 

belief of the viewer that in the abstraction a story is contained which will not 
present itself directly.

 

extract from Cellar Door, an opera in almost one act, libretto by Raimundas 
Malasauskas and aaron Schuster published by JRP Ringier

 (...) is best after the end, when it can be used by fortune tellers to tell your 
past in reverse.  Working on the principle of how to do less with more, the 

complex apparatus translates story, scene and character into the rarefied 
language of blobs, streaks and luminous gaps.  It does not repeat an existing 
scenography but makes a new abstraction out of what was already precisely 

composed (...)

yOU CAN DOwNLOAD A pART OF THE FILm CLICkING HERE:
https://www.yousendit.com/transfer.php?action=batch_download&batch_id=cmcweUNNR3NsUjkzZUE9pq
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ONE THOUSAND wAyS TO ENTER
vARIAbLE DImENSIONS

16mm FILm, 16mm pROjECTOR, mODIFIED LAqUER pEDESTALS, SpEAkERS, Amp, LOOp pLAyER

One thousand way to enter is a  16mm shooting of
smoke in slow motion underwater with  specific high definition camera.

In post production studio all the images have been mirrored in the same way as the shapes used 
in Herman Rorschach psychoanalyst tests.

The smoke is constantly moving so the Roschach shapes are constantly distorting, and one could 
argue that it’s «a movie of movies» as it is impossible not to project mental images on the surface 
of these shapes. This way the installation has become a shell for mental projection, as there is as 

many variations of watching the movie, as the number of viewers.

 The sound track has been produced with Lee Ranaldo, Sonic Youth’s famous guitarist The 
experiment that Lee Ranaldo and Loris Greaud have produced for the soundtrack is pushing the 

conceptual aspect of the movie even further.

They used  the famous anechoic chamber in IRCAM Paris, a shielded room designed to attenuate 
sound or electromagnetic energy (immortalised by John Cage) to record the soundtrack. With a 
precise laboratory microphone they recorded Lee Ranaldo thinking of a solo riff on an electric 

guitar. The result is 35 minutes of silent recording containing the mental solo of a guitar, produ-
cing a soundtrack open for  any projections.

 extract from Cellar Door, an opera in almost one act, libretto by Raimundas Malasauskas and 
aaron Schuster published by JRP Ringier

Narrator : « It is rumored that there are a thousand ways to enter the workshop and a thousand-
and-one to exit, but there is no door.  And that is precisely about what the Studio was dreaming… 

Where is the door?

(...)

yOU CAN DOwNLOAD A pART OF THE FILm CLICkING HERE:
https://download.yousendit.com/dvlxwmd2ywjbNkhIRGc9pq
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UNDERwORkS
9O x 180Cm

FIbERGLASS AND mOULD RESINE FRAmE IN AmERICAN CASE, EpOxy CAR pAINT

On August 17th, 2006 at 2:27 am, a large batch of buried fireworks was 
detonated 3m70 underground, across a span of 280 m².  Their explosion 

molded the area underground, leaving a new cavernous space imprinted by 
this excitement of subterranean activity.

 

extract from Cellar Door, an opera in almost one act, libretto by Raimundas 
Malasauskas and aaron Schuster published by JRP Ringier

 (...) has seen more underground than a NYC subway train and Snoop Dog 
put together.  A relentless arsonist with a penchant for secrecy, a fireworks 
display for night crawlers and weed roots, Underworks exploded its pain-

ted blossoms one calm evening beneath the surface of the earth, (...).  This 
frozen pyrotechnic portrait is a projected manifestation of subterranean 

creation(...)
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SHADOw
500x240 Cm

Uv wITHE pAINT SICLkSCREEN pRINTS, ARSHE pApERS, Uv

The appearance of a shadow, a perspectival view of the artist’s studio currently under 
construction in the Parisian suburbs, is central to the exhibition’s machinations.

 

extract from Cellar Door, an opera in almost one act, libretto by Raimundas Mala-
sauskas and aaron Schuster published by JRP Ringier

(...) A shadow from the future of the Studio to be built.  No one yet has a memory of 
this Bubble, except the light that is already streaming towards a fragile destination on 
Earth.  By the time the light meets the Bubble millions of light years will have passed.  
On its way the light will visit a house where ideas merge walls with music and silence.  

They call it the Studio.  Light will pass through the space of the house illuminating 
angles and corners whose shadows will land on the walls of the house in the past.  

They call it the Exhibition.  This will answer the question whether the future starts at 
the beginning or the end: it’s the shadows that came here first (...)
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FREqUENCy OF AN ImAGE
150x 80x100 Cm

ALTUGLASS bOxES, CENTRAL COmpUTER AND pROGRAm, mODIFIED mICRO SHAkERS, LED LIGHTS

Frequency of an image is the result of an experiment led by a neurologist. 
 The moment of reflection, or the synaptic chain of thought, on the Cellar Door exhibitions, 

artworks, partitions and architecture has been mapped.  Loris Gréaud�s brain activity has been 
recorded as a series of electrical frequencies over a 30 minute session.  

The result could be defined as the frequency of the images, here forming the shape of 4 mono-
lithics modules, wich network cables are terminated by pods directly plugged in the concrete  

pulsing vibrations in the architecture of the space reproducing the frequencies of original ence-
phalogram.

Click here:
http://www.vimeo.com/4250211
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NEONS bUbbLE
UNIqUE wORk
GLASS TUbES, pROpANE CONDENSED, ELECTRICAL CAbLES

Neon Bubble est une série de tubes de néon dont le gaz lumineux a été remplacé par du propane             
qui exploserait en cas de connections électrique
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THE GREAT bOOk OF CApTIONS
50x 30 Cm + pEDESTALS

ELECTROLUmINESCENT pApER, vARIATORS, HANDmADE bOOk AND HOT STAmpING

This book contains all of the captions from the past Cellar Door exhibitions (Palais de Tokyo, Paris; 
ICA, London; Kunsthalle Sankt Gallen, Switzerland; La Conservera Murcia, Spain), connecting the 

individual artworks with their corresponding fragments of text from the Cellar Door opera’s.  Each lit 
caption intermittently brightens and darkens, establishing a rhythm that defines the pace of its rea-

ding.  The cartels act as the exhibition’s binding.  The concepts of Cellar Door’s artworks are literally 
illuminated through the libretto’s musical composition and narrative text.

 

extract from Cellar Door, an opera in almost one act, libretto by Raimundas Malasauskas and aaron 
Schuster published by JRP Ringier

 The DOOR is a threshold on a quest for the Studio.  It is a point of transition
without beginning or end, a through without from or to, a relation bereft of relata.  It is a precarious

portal that wants to pass through itself.  The DOOR is also the libretto—it allows words to merge
with melodies, miniature models with buildings to be demolished, mushrooms with clouds, Before

with After, life with live. In the history of sonic fiction, the DOOR is the first algorithm to be
invited to play multiple operatic roles.
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CELLAR DOOR ENDS IN THE GUISE OF RETURN
white laquer wood and serigraphie, 10 invisible ink serigraphie of construction plans of the studio. All numbered and signed edition of 100
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. Edition of a monograph by JRP RINGIER authors : 
Nicolas bourriaud, Daniel birnbaum, jens Hoffman
partner production Foundation Ricard
Global cost 30 000 euros.

. Launch of the Cellar Door  black Champagne at the New York Palace on the opening
produced by greaudstudio/ DGZ research/ Devaux champagne/ le meurice

. Replay of the Cellar Door Opera at the Kitchen for the opening


